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Firstly it is commendable that a plan has been prepared and there is an opportunity for the community to give
feedback on their ideas and concerns with the future of the planning of Greater Sydney.

It is disappointing that it was not done earlier especially with the rapid growth in the South West where things
could have been improved and stop things that are still not planned in an attractive or sustainable manner.

Some concerns of mine are

- living right on the edge of urban development and rural zoning there is no transition between urban and rural.
On one side there are hundreds of hectares of land with cattle grazing and in the next paddock there is high
density housing with a sea of lights and roofs, with nearly all existing trees removed and are continuing to be
removed.
Surely the blocks should get bigger closer to the rural zoning or bushland retained/planted so there is some
buffer/transition.
What we seem to have now and continuing to get are huge expanses of high density housing with little or no
green spaces of a decent size.

- houses nearly have their roofs touching with little or no back yard and hardly room to plant a tree, which after
the long hot summer we should be mindful how retaining existing trees and planting new ones all help to keep
the temperature down inside and outside the house. By having little or no back yards families are more likely to
sit in front of their screens and not get involved in the community. Even a small back yard could have a
vegetable garden/Chook pen.
Even if there were to be more dense housing in some areas maybe their could be a length of green space that
runs behind the length of the houses where children could play safely or community gardens could be planted.

- some developments eg Harrington Grove and Wivenhoe have at least done a good job on landscaping and
retaining quite a lot of vegetation which is aesthetically more pleasing and instantly gives a better feel to
people's wellbeing.  The sections of bushland kept in places gives the feel of little villages of houses rather than
one huge expanse of housing. Their street lighting is more discreet.
It is pleasing to see cycleways/ walking tracks being built.

- new developments should be providing not only parks with swings and playgrounds but big expanses of lawn
and trees where children could kick a ball around or play a game of soccer or footy. Also in walking/riding a
bike distance from their houses.

- talk of now putting a train line at Oran Park/ Narellan,  where was the vision in that in the planning the
upgrade of Camden Valley Way? Shouldn't the train line been incorporated at the same time instead of now and
for many years to come residents in the south west are battling the ongoing traffic problems on a daily basis.

- it now takes us longer to drive to Campbelltown station to catch the train, which only encourages you to drive
into the city. The once new spacious car park is usually full and the need for more car parking an urgent matter.

- The MacArthur area is steeped in history and historical beautiful heritage houses/buildings which most people
are proud of. These should be looked after and ensured that a reasonable curtilage is retained around them. Even
in a urban residential zoned area the curtilage could be used as a public park/green space rather than housing
where the beauty of the buildings are lost.

In summary
TREES
I would like to see that existing trees are retained, at present developers seem to be allowed to clear everything
to have a clean slate for their housing. The benefits of retaining trees/ bushland and  planting new ones always
makes any development more attractive and is better for peoples wellbeing and keeps new and existing housing



estates cooler.

LIGHTS
In the new housing estates where most vegetation has been removed, at night it is just a sea of lights and by day
a sea of roofs. Had the housing been planned around vegetation the impact of the lights would be less. It will be
many years before the new plantings will provide some screening. Do we really need so many lights and so
bright, maybe the Australian Standards could be reviewed?

TRANSITION
To come up with better planning for the transition between urban and rural zoning.

GREEN SPACES

A MIX OF DENSITIES WITHIN A DEVELOPMENT

With kind regards,
Angela Head
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